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Volunteer in RUCbar
What does it take to be a volunteer in RUCbar?
As a volunteer at RUCbar you are a part of a wonderful team of bartenders, that in unity helps
keep the bar running. As a volunteer you have the possibility to get competencies concerning
bartending skills and social skills.
It is our goal that you as a volunteer are welcomed in a socially strong community, where it is nice
to be and a great motivation for your involvement in the study life.

What is expected of you?
The following chapter concerns what we expect of you as a volunteer.
Shifts
As a volunteer, you will be working behind the bar in the café at the Student House, and
occasionally in the canteen at bigger parties. Each shift is between 4 and 9 hours – it depends on
the weekday and the events planned. To be a part of RUCbar you need to take at least 12 hours'
worth of shifts per month each semester. Within these, 1 shift per semester should be a late
nightshift.
Bartenders earn 25 kr. an hour on its barcard.
Barchefs earn 37,5 kr. an hour on its barcard.

In case of sickness or if you’re prevented from showing up
If you can’t show up for your shift because something came in the way, it is your responsibility to
get the shift taken by someone else. Go to SmartPlan and make the shift available and try asking
for help in the bartender Facebook group. If you are sick inform your barchef and write in the
Facebook group for help. You should of course not show up if you are sick.
Acting behind the bar
When you find yourself behind the bar, it is required of you that you are serviceminded and show
that our guests always come first. Furthermore, it is expected that you don’t get wasted on a level
where you aren’t able to help out.
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Procedures
Opening procedure
When you open the café, you follow the opening procedures which can be found on the kitchen
doors and in the purple folder to the left in the bar.
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During the day
Around 13.30 we get the alcohol servings ready.

When there’s no guests to serve, you can always do some other things behind the bar. Besides the
weekly cleaning tasks, you’ll find in a few pages or at the kitchen door, here’s a little scheme with
“what to do, when nothing to do.”
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Closing procedures
When you close the café, you need to fill out the closing procedure list, and leave it on the desk
for the bar chef the next day. You can also write a comment for the next bar chef if necessary.
Closing procedure lists can be found in the purple folder to the left in the bar.
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Weekly cleaning
There is a weekly cleaningprocedure list, which needs to be filled out every week. It’s hanging on
the kitchen door, and it is the barchefs responsibility that the concerned task is being done. Every
Monday the barchef takes a new list and puts it up in the kitchen - please write the dates of the
week. Lists from the previous week should be placed in the message box in the office named:
“Cleaning and other stuff”

Board game procedure
When you hand out a game, you must take a deposit and write on the delivery notes (located at
the games): name, game, date and which register the deposit is paid at. When the game is
returned, you find the note and see where the deposit has been paid and pay it back from the
same register. Once this is done, the used space must be crossed over. If the person wants to
borrow a new game, you do not have to refund and make payment again, but just correct which
game is borrowed.
We point out that it is important that you always take a deposit and, more importantly, fill in the
notes. In this way we avoid situations where there is doubt about whether a deposit has been paid
and whether this must be repaid. This also applies if you lend a game out to someone you know,
to make it easier for the other bartenders who are on duty and who might take over when you go
home. If a delivery note is not filled out, the deposit cannot be refunded.
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Remember that the deposit can only be refunded in cash.
Prices
There is no deposit on cards and dice.
There is no deposit on beerpong as this is something you buy and therefore do not have to return.
When you buy this, you pay 20kr and get 2 balls and 12 empty beer cups. This means that the balls
should not be returned and that no money is refunded if they are returned.

When behind the bar
Breaks
The number of shifts is not set in stone, but it depends on whether the bar is busy during that
shift. Barchefs are encouraged to offer breaks instead of bartenders having to ask for them. The
bartenders can of course still ask for breaks, but the barchef should assess whether the bar is too
busy or if it is a good time to have a little break. The bar should, however, never be empty from
volunteers due to people having breaks.

Food
If you have a shift(s) longer than 6 hours (aka two shifts, a thursdaybarshift or a partyshift), then
you as a bartender or barchef have the right to a meal worth 40 kr. It is the barchef that has the
responsibility for getting/ buying/ making sure food is made for the concerned shift. Bartenders
are allowed to remind the barchef or help out.
Unfortunately, it’s not possible to store food in the fridges behind the bar due to the
governmental food policy.

Drinking behind the bar
It is okay to drink behind the bar when you are on duty, but everything is in moderation. As a
bartender and barchef you should still be able to serve the guests and not be too drunk for this.
You can’t drink the bottled beers on the fagligt-møde-kort, since these are too expensive in
purchase prices. Generally, it is important that you let the barchef know what you grab from the
bar. This is so the barchef can put it on the “fagligtmøde” card.
It is important in regard to inventory management and the financial overview of internal use in the
bar. The barchef is responsible behind the bar, and it is also okay for the barchef to determine
whether you have had enough alcohol and if you should take a break from drinking.

Rights towards guests
From time to time we experience that guest complain, are being rude to the people behind the
bar and in worst case scenarios that they are straight up uncomfortable and aggressive - and that’s
never one of the fun parts of being a bartender. When guests are complaining we recommend
that the barchef will take care of the situation and that he/she decides what to do in the specific
situation.
If guests are being rude, you always have the right to let them know that this is not acceptable, as
long as you respond in a quiet and nice tone - else the situation will probably just get worse. If the
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situation is uncomfortable or if you feel that you can’t have a conversation with the guest, let the
barchef know - and then they will handle the situation.
If guests end up being straight up uncomfortable, aggressive or abusive, you have the right to
make them leave the bar. In these situations, we highly recommend that the barchef take care of
the situation, since they are the ones in charge. If guests start acting violently, they should be told
to leave the bar - again, the barchef handles the situation. RUCbar does not tolerate violence at
all, so if this unfortunately should happen, the guest needs to be thrown out. If you’re
uncomfortable or can’t deal with the situation yourselves, you can contact the police.
It is primarily the bar chef who judges how to handle different situations and problems with
guests, whatever it is violence, bad behavior, transboundary behavior or things alike. If situations
occur that you don’t feel comfortable or safe to handle on your own, then contact the police.
When contacting the police, this is mainly the barchefs job - unless the situation requires
something else.
In any case where the police or ambulances are contacted, or other emergencies, please follow
the procedure found in the Barchef-section called “Emergencies”.
Legislation on this area is formulated as below:

●

§ 32 PCS 1. In places of serving of food and beverages to enjoy at or by the sales location, and where there is
public access, it is prohibited to show noisy, violent, insulting or similar behavior, suitable for disrupting public
policy or causing inconvenience to others present or resident.

●

PCS. 2. If someone violates subsection 1, the host or his deputy shall prosecute the relationship and, if
necessary, deport the person or call the police.

Legislation for serving alcohol
We follow Danish law concerning serving alcohol. You are not allowed to serve alcoholic
beverages to people under the age of 18. Persons under the age of 18 are neither allowed to
consume alcohol in our place, even though it is bought by a person over the age of 18. If you are in
doubt about whether a guest is old enough you have to ask for a valid image-ID.
We generally serve alcohol with pleasure to our guests. However, there are some things to be
aware of when serving alcohol.
If guests have become so drunk that they are unable to take care of themselves or are at risk to
themselves and/or their surroundings, according to Danish law you must not serve them more
alcohol. They must be denied purchase of alcohol. If you have doubts about whether it is
justifiable to serve alcohol to a guest, talk to the bar chef - and then you can assess the situation
together.
The legislation on this is formulated as follows:
●

§ 29 In places of serving, it is forbidden for anyone to serve, including through vending machines, strong drinks
for persons who
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○
○

1) are not 18 years of age, or
2) who is reason to believe that if they continue to drink strong drinks they will cause danger to
themselves or danger or disadvantage to others.

First aid
You can find a first aid kit to the left in the bar, next to the purple binder. After use, the kit must
always be put back into place.

Hygiene
Hygiene in general
It is important that we, when in the bar, are attentive to cleaning. Not only of taps, coffee
machines and glasses, but also the inventory in the bar, the kitchen and everything else we have.
Since we are a café and a bar and are dealing with food (milk and other beverages), we sometimes
get visits from Fødevarestyrelsen (Food Administration) – and therefore we need to keep some
standards, if we won’t risk getting lots of fines or in the worst case get closed. Therefore, daily and
weekly cleaning are very important.
If we do not clean properly, we also get large colonies of banana flies, silverfish and other pesky
animals - and no one seems to enjoy these, no matter how cheap the coffee or beer is. Therefore,
think about how you can help yourself and each other to keep the bar clean during the days. Use
cleaning schedules if in doubt, but also your common sense. You can help yourself by always
remembering what it would be like to be the next one to come in and clean stuff that is a day (or
several days) old.

Plastic cups
Due to hygiene, we do not reuse plastic cups. This is to avoid the risks that are with using alreadyused cups again, as we risk, among other things, making all our guests sick by reusing. It is also a
hygiene requirement from the Danish Veterinary and Food Administration - so it is not just
something we have made up ourselves

Porcelain and glasses
Porcelain and coffee glasses go in the dishwasher every time after use. When placed in the
dishwasher, it is important that coffee and milk stains are rinsed off inside, as the machine cannot
remove this, but instead boils and disinfects what is in the machine. Coffee- and milk on the
glasses and porcelain risk getting burned solid.
Things that don’t go in the dishwasher: dispensers, steamer-pitchers, brew heads from the
espresso machine, coffee pots, the battery-box from the beer towers.
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Cleaning dispensers
Dispensers must be cleaned every Friday, cf. the weekly cleaning schedule - or of course as
needed. Dispensers must NOT go in the dishwasher but should be rinsed with warm water. If they
are very sticky, it is advantageous to soak them for 20 minutes, then rinse them with water, and
then lay or hang them to dry. It is especially important NOT to soak them all day or overnight,
since a lot of bacteria will accumulate in the water and inside the dispensers.

Cleaning of furniture and inventory
Floor: RUC does not want us to wash the floor of the cafe with soap, but rather only with water.
So when you wash the floor in the cafe, you simply use hot water to wash off the stains. The
cleaning company comes every Monday and Friday to wash the floor, so it is also important that
furniture is removed from the floor these days and placed in the sides so that the cleaning can be
done.
Chairs and tables: Our furniture may be cleaned with soap - and we prefer to do it with soap ;)
The same goes for the bar counter.

Dogs
Dogs in the café and behind the bar is not allowed due to allergies among our guests.
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How to machine+
Coffee machines
How to work the filter coffee machine
1. Turn on the machine
2. Put in a filter, and pour 3 spoons without top of coffee in it
3. Press the button as showed
4. When the button stops blinking, the coffee is done. You can now start over again ☺
Remember that you should not put water inside the machine – it’s connected directly to water.
When you close, remember to throw out used filters and wash the filter holder.
How to work the espresso machine
If you’re in doubt about how the espresso machine works and how to make coffee, have a look in
the big coffee guide. Here you’ll find recipes and procedures for the various kinds of coffee. You
can also watch the video on the Facebook-group on how to steam milk. It is a good idea to use the
thermometer when steaming milk.
Remember that if you’re not comfortable with the manually steamer, you can use the automatic
steamer instead – then the milk will be great every time
OBS! Be aware that the black pitchers are for oat or soy milk and the silver pitchers are for cow
milk ☺
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How to clean the espresso machine
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Dishwasher
How to work

How to clean
The dishwasher should be cleaned when you close the bar. To clean the machine you press and
hold the button labelled 3 on the picture above until it beeps.
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Cash register - have you pressed cash instead of credit card? (MANGLER BILLEDER)
If you have accidentally pressed cash, but meant to press credit card here is what you do:
Fill in the same order as before and the press “return slip” and press kontant/cash on the new
menu that has appeared.
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Keg system and kegs
To change a keg
● Pull up the two valves in the order of pictures shown

● Keep the valve on the left open (up) until the pressure has equalised.

● Remove the lid by turning it counter clockwise.
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● Remove the used plastic keg and place in the refund bag (each bag must contain no less
and no more than 5 kegs. When full (5 kegs) place it in the container outside the room
beside the container with cardboard)

● Clean the inside before installing a new keg
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● Remove the cardboard around the keg. Remove the green cap on top and throw it out.
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● Place the keg into the system. Without violence please, if it wont fit, then take it out and
try again.

● Remount the lid by placing it over the keg and turn it clockwise. Ensure that the brass thing
on the right side is pushed down.

● Remember to take the cardboard out in the cardboard pallet between stock room 1 and 2
and please fold it flat.
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How to REFUND

All glass bottles with refund label go into the small refund bags. Small refund bags can be found in the
drawer under the board games. The bag is put in small plastic buckets under the bar.
Over by the computer and the sound system there is a container from the Danish Refund System, this one
is for plastic bottles and cans with the correct refund label. It is extremely important that the refund is
sorted correctly. (Cocio cans don’t have refund labels, and should just be thrown out)
Soda bottles go back into the red soda crates.

Glass bottles without a refund label are glass waste and must be placed in the glass garbage cans, which
are fitted with black garbage bags (liquor bottles, cocio bottles, juice bottles, etc.).
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When refund bags are filled (to the green line on the bags !!!) then they must be closed with strips.
Also, rolls with large and small return bags are placed in the drawer with the other bags.

IF there are no more strips with stickers on or are missing bags, then you must grab hold of the inventory
responsible, so they fill up with miscellaneous.

Filled refund bags are put in the large storage room in the basement.

If you find beer bottles, for example a regular Dansk Pilsner, then they should NOT be in the refund bag as
they do not have the correct refund labels. They must go in beer crates, which are also behind the bar.
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If you have any doubts about which bottles go into beer crates, check out the bottom of the bottle. if ØL is
written at the bottom of the bottle, it should be in a beer crate and NOT the refund bag.
When a soda or beer crate is full, it must be place by the wall at the door out to the fire stairs. However, it
is important that the crates do not block the fire road.
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Barchefs
How to barchef
Your primary task as a barchef is to keep your head cool and keep an overview of both the
bartenders and the bar in general.
In addition, the barchef has to follow the opening and closing procedures (See: Procedures). As of
October 2019, the barchefs get more money on their barcards for a shift. It is now 150 kr. per
barshift. However, this also means that the barchef is expected to take greater responsibility by
keeping the bar neat and by doing the opening and closing procedures correctly.
When you barchef it is also important to remember your bartenders. They volunteer just as much
as you, so don’t just boss them around. Also it is important to ask them if they are feeling good,
need breaks or make sure there is food for the bartenders who have earned it (see below)
Food
If you have a shift(s) longer than 6 hours (aka two shifts, a thursdaybarshift or a partyshift), then
you as a bartender or barchef have the right to a meal worth 35 kr. It is the barchef that has the
responsibility for getting/ buying/ making sure food is made for the concerned shift. Bartenders
are allowed to remind the barchef.
When buying food you MUST keep the receipt og added to a “udlægsseddel” expense shiet which
is found in the purple folder (where open/closing reports are also found). The note must be filled
out and the receipt is added with a paperclip and put in the shelf in the officed (marked “udlæg”).
NB: Cardreceipts CANNOT be used as proof of expenses.

Breaks
You as a barchef choose when your bartenders and yourself can have breaks. Barchefs are
encouraged to offer breaks instead of bartenders having to ask for them. The bartenders can of
course still ask for breaks, but you should assess whether the bar is too busy or if it is a good time
to have a little break. The amount of shifts is not set in stone but it is depending on whether the
bar is busy during that shift. The bar should however never be empty from volunteers due to
people having breaks.
Furthermore, the barchef having a break is encouraged to keep an eye on whether the bar needs
you. If it is too busy you should keep your break short and hurry in to help your friends behind the
bar and maybe postpone your break.
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Procedures during the day
Music
When behind the bar, you are the DJ, and the bar chef has the overall responsibility for the music.
But we encourage that to read the guests and their activities. For example, please don’t play wild
techno or DAKKEDAK when people are reading and studying in their groups. Most important is to
read the guests, and not only play what you guys behind the bar want to hear ;)
Espresso machine
It you want to close and clean the espresso machine on Thursdays and Fridays, this can be done
after 5pm. It is the bar chef’s decision whether it should be open or closed, as long as you don’t
close it before 5 pm. On busy days before 5pm, you still don’t close it, but it can be a good idea if
you have several orders for fancy coffee in a row to have one bartender to make the coffee, so
you don’t form a line for the espresso machine.
Keys
Keys are found in the key box, which is hanging on the wall beside lager 1. The code is regularly
updated, therefore you should check the Facebook group for barchefs for the newest code. The
keys should never be given to people who are not barchefs. You must follow the person in need
and unlock doors for them, if they are missing their keys. We have lost too many (expensive) keys
this way. At the same way you cannot give out the code for the keybox.
Refund and card boards
When you close the bar, you need to empty the cardboard container in the hallway.
You also must empty the container with empty glass bottles in the bar.
Both glass bottles and cardboard go to the container yard outside of the Studenthouse.
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Opening/closing-reports
Opening reports

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In the purple binder you will find the opening/closing reports to fill out
When you start your shift, take a opening report and write your name and date
In lager 1 you will find the registers and card terminals
Plug the card terminals in their wires
Count the registers and write down the amount in the box ‘initial cash amount’ at the same
register
6. Remember to sign it
7. Turn on the register on the right side (it is important that the card terminals are plugged in
before the register is turned on)
WHEN CLOSING AND CLOSING REPORT
1. Count the cash in the register (you can use the coin counting machine), write down the
amount of cash the opening/closing report in the box ‘Closing Cash Amount (counted)’
● Anything above 1000 dkk. has to be removed from the register so there’s only 1000
dkk. in change in the register for the next day
2. Press Admin
3. Important: Do not remove the card terminals before the computer is shut down
4. Press ‘End day count’
5. It’ll ask you if you want to balance the card terminals (afstemme) press yes (‘ja’)
6. It will print the balance of the card terminal, the full amount has to be written on the
opening/closing report
7. Type the opening/starting amount that is written on the opening report (usually 1000 dkk)
8. Press OK
9. Type the total counted cash amount (For instance if you counted 1134 dkk in the register
then type in 1134)
10. Press ‘Post the counting’
11. Press ‘Yes’
12. If there is a cash difference in the register, it will show in the screen - if the difference is +/30 dkk or more in the register you will have to count it again and start over
13. To shut down the screen: when the start screen returns, press ‘admin’ again and press
‘Shutdown’ on the top of the screen
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14. Press ‘Shutdown terminal’ and press ‘yes’
15. Then repeat the same procedure with the other two registers
16. The report shall then be placed in the messagebox in the room marked Åbne/lukke rapport
17. REMEMBER that the report will be given to the accountant so dirt, beer, and other stuff
like that does NOT belong on the report!

THE CLOSING REPORT
On the closing report you have write following:
1. Counted cash (the total amount)
2. Credit Card Balance
3. Difference (REMEMBER if there is a negative amount write ‘ - ‘ and if it’s a positive amount
write ‘ + ‘ )
4. Dumping: That is what you have removed from the register, counted cash minus the 1000
dkk. left in the register
5. Final Cash Amount: What is left in the register, that will be the 1000 dkk.
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Fagligt møde-card
It is completely okay to drink for free when behind the bar (besides bottled beers), but it is also
important to note it. We use the Fagligtmøde-card (academic meeting card) so that the economic
and inventory responsibles have an idea of where the products go if not sold. The wanted drinks
are entered on the machine and the fagligtmøde card you swipe like any other RUCbar employeecard and everything will cost 0 kroner.

When can you close the bar?
As a barchef you should read the room and not close up earlier than we are scheduled to, unless
there is almost no people buying stuff from the bar. That means it is an individual assessment. As a
rule of thumb however we close at 17.00 (5pm) Monday - Wednesday and at 23.00 (11 pm)
Thursday and Friday (again unless it is empty in the bar).
The bar can be kept open until 02.00 am all days, as long is there is a barchef who is proficient and
want to be behind the bar. It is important that the bar closes at 02.00 as the latest - because we
do not have alcohol license to sell later than that (read more about this below). It is also important
to point out that the barchef and bartenders who choose to keep the bar open longer than usual
voluntarily they do not get more money on their barcard.
If another barchef wants to take over and keep the bar open, it is okay if the first barchef
considers, that the person is sober enough or capable of this.
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If you want to close the party ahead of time, you must consider whether the party is running or
not. If there are alot of people having a party you should not close earlier, as you have chosen to
take the closing shift yourself.
If there is no party going on and there are not many guests, it is okay to consider closing the bar.
If it happens that the guests are getting way too drunk, it is also okay to close the party.
If you for one reason or another consider that you cannot stay open anymore and the party is
going on -it is your responsible try to find another bar manager who can take over your shift.

Alcohol license and rules
RUCbar has an alcohol license – this one is hanging psychically on the side of the fridge. We have
permission to serve alcoholic beverages from 5am till 2am. Therefore it is very important that we
don’t close any later than 2am.
In case of outside serving, we have permission until 11pm. The same rules apply for playing music
outside.
We serve alcohol from 2pm (exactly), since this is determined by RUC.

Fødevarekontrol (Danidh Veterinary and Food Administration)
RUCbar is registered with the Danish Veterinary and Food Administration as we handle food for
serving (milk). Therefore, there are a few things to keep in mind:
Temperature control – every day
Every day we have to do a temperature control of our refrigerators. Write the temperature
measured in the refrigerators that day on the opening/closing report. One of the economyresponsibles will then every week note the temperatures on the schemes in the “egenkontrol”
folder.
Temperature control when receiving milk
When we receive milk from nemlig.com we need to check the milk temperature on arrival. The
thermometer for this can be found in the kitchen on the shelf with espresso machine tools. Open
a milk carton, put the thermometer in the milk and read the temperature. The temperature is
noted on the opening/closing report at ”milk delivery temperature”. If the temperature is above 5
degrees, consider whether it is still usable and write in the comment box that it is considered to be
ok. One of the economy-responsibles will then every week note the temperatures on the schemes
in the “egenkontrol” folder.
In general
The ”Egenkontrol” (self-control) folder is located on the shelves in the office. If Fødevarestyrelsen
pays us a visit, you need to show them the folder. The folder includes egenkontrol-description, risk
analysis, control schemes and more. The description can also be found on the bar chef Facebook
group. The folder is only in Danish. Sorry ‘bout that. <3
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In case of emergencies
In case of any emergency where you need to call 112 or if there by any other reason comes
emergency vehicles to RUCbar, the chairman needs to be contacted. Not necessarily straight
away, since it’s more important that you have/get control over the situation before doing anything
else. But when the time is right, the chairman should be contacted about the
accident/emergency/episode. You can find the chairman’s contact info on the Facebook-group in
the section: About.
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